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You are in an unfortunate situation in which you are forced to consider cannibalism in order to stay

alive. WOULD YOU RATHER EAT BABIES OR ELDERLY PEOPLE?You are offered a Brain Pill

that will make you feel 10 percent more intelligent, but you will seem 20 percent less intelligent to

everyone else. DO YOU TAKE THE PILL?Ã‚Â SUPPOSE YOU WAKE UP INHABITING BRUCE

SPRINGSTEIN'S BODY. Your voice sounds just like Bruce's, but your musical ability is still entirely

your own. You are scheduled to perform in a huge concert that night. WHAT DO YOU DO?How

would your mother answer these questions? Your best friend? Your significant other? PREPARE

YOURSELF FOR SOME INSANE CONVERSATIONS. Ã‚Â 
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Each one of the cards in this deck has a really interesting hypothetical to start a crazy conversation.



As an example: What if you could watch a movie of your dreams, but you had to let your family and

friends watch as well - would you do it?I've had a lot of fun posing some of these questions to

people I know. This is a really fun deck and would be a really great gift for the conversationally

challenged.

I'm disappointed and actually cringing for the author. I was really looking forward to these cards, but

they are so dumb it truly annoys me. I agree with other reviews that they are quite wordy. Many of

the cards are a couple paragraphs long. I suppose that wouldn't be so bad if the hypothetical

questions were interesting or thought-provoking. Sadly, these cards are juvenile and stupid. One of

the questions actually asked if you would hire a highly rated interior painter despite the fact that he

requested he be able to watch porn while he works, assuring you that he wouldn't masturbate to it.

"Do you employ this pornography enthusiast as your house painter?" Really? These are the

questions that are going to make me more interesting? The author clearly received criticism before

he published these cards because the first card you read is him addressing his audience saying, "If

these questions seem absurd or boorish or juvenile- that's totally fine. Don't read them and don't

answer them. We don't need to be friends." The author actually sounds like a whiny 13-year-old

fighting with one of his peers. Hey Chuck, if you have to defend your product before I even open it,

you must know it's probably not very good. The only good thing about these cards is that I'm able to

return them.

Thought this would be a fun/funny game but a lot of the questions are so serious, bordering on

depressing. Not what I was expecting.

Chuck is one of my favorite authors, and his HYPERtheticals, which can be found in some of his

books, are insane conversation starters and thought provokers. They are a lot of fun to drop at

parties or social gatherings, and always illicit unexpected and fun results.

I'm a thinker anyways, so I love questions like this. You can have a great debate/discussion with

people. Good conversation starters.

These cards come extremely handy on the road and when I go on dates. They're a little wordy, but

very thought-provoking and entertaining. Guaranteed to make for fantastic conversations.



One of my favorite games to get conversations going- camping, traveling, date night, drinks bring

them anywhere! A REALLY good way to get to know the inner workings of people. I have already

given 3 of them as gifts...I wish they had more expansion packs or versions!

I love to whip these out at restaurants or parties and make my friends answer insane questions. The

prompts are long but it's fun if you're into this sort of thing.
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